Install Cylinder (skip to next step for dummy trim)

1. Use template to mark cut-out location and mounting hole locations on door. If all holes have been drilled or cut, install cylinder first.
2. Install mortise cylinder through the cylinder collar if provided, then insert the cylinder through hole in pull plate with thumbpiece.
3. Fasten mortise cylinder using provided cylinder holding nut as shown.

Note: If using 1 1/8" or 1 1/4" cylinder length, the cylinder collar is unnecessary.

* Cylinder collar is provided for use with cylinders purchased from U.S. cylinder suppliers.

Install Pull Plate with Thumbpiece

1. Insert pull plate with thumbpiece mechanism housing with three (3) mounting posts and the mortise cylinder onto the door.
2. Be sure to line up cross actuating shaft with device cam located on back of device chassis, then insert it to the device cam.
3. Fasten pull plate with thumbpiece and exit device using the supplied three (3) mounting screws.